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INTRODUCTION 

This thesis discusses a method to assist park administrators and 

park planners in plotting our nation's recreational future. The 

method presented involves the application of principles evolved from 

motivation research, a research technique that has proved valuable to 

the marketing and advertising professions. 

Motivation research is a method of research which concentrates 

on the "why" of one's action and decisions. It is interpretive rather 

than descriptive. Although more will be said in detail later as to 

what motivation research is, this definition gives the key to the 

msthod--motivation research finds out "why". 

In modified form, as one will see later, this research procedure 

could be a valuable tool in the formulation of planning and adminis

trative decisions affecting the development of resources for recre

ational use. 

In this thesis it is assumed that the role of the park adminis

trator and park planner is to develop resources for recreational use. 

Included within this role is the evaluation of the attractiveness of 

areas and how they can serve the user market. The role also includes 

the coordination of actions necessary for providing recreational 

facilities, surveying points of interest and planning projects that 

will increase tourism. 

To make proper decisions and to coordinate administrative 



actions, one must have reliable facts, and the V7ay to obtain reliable 

facts is through good research. 

In the parks and recreation profession, research is constantly 

being conducted. However, questions of how much recreation should be 

provided, what should be provided, and where it should be provided are 

often being answered by relatively haphazard and arbitrary methods,^ 

The result is, of course, an inefficient allocation of resources to 

outdoor recreation. "To avoid this, planners and administrators need 

more sophisticated techniques than are currently being used to plot 

our recreational future,"^ "...Intuitive practitioners make stunning 

accomplishments by flying by the seat of their pants, but such wisdom 

is accepted on faith value not on the basis of understanding."^ 

To afford a better understanding to the reasons for park user 

behavior and user choices in recreational use selection, the method of 

motivation research is offered herein. 

Purpose and Scope of Thesis 

The purpose of this thesis is to present ways in which motivation 

research can aid the park administrator and park planner. 

The scope of this thesis includes: (1) a reviev? of current moti-

•̂ Frank J. Cesario, "Sessions on Research," The Proceedings of the 
Congress for Recreation and Parks, The National Recreation and Park 
Association (Miami Beach, Florida, 1967), p. 107, 

Donald E. Hawkins, "Applying Research to Recreation Problem-
Solving," The Proceedin.^s of the Congress for Recreation and Parks. 
The National Recreation and Park Association (Miami Beach, Florida, 
1967), p. 106, 

^Ibid,, p. 106, 



vation research techniques and principles v;ith examples from advertis

ing and marketing studies whose methodology could be projected to the 

park administration field; (2) a specific example of a motivation 

research study that has been done in the park and recreation profes

sion; (3) development of a practical application of presented tech

niques utilizing case examples. 

The techniques and examples presented in this thesis can serve as 

a guide in conducting and interpreting parks research. 

Literature Review 

Numerous books are available on the subject of motivation re

search; however, there has been very little written on the application 

of motivation research for park and recreation management purposes. 

The need for, and use of this method of research has been recog

nized by concerned persons in the parks and recreation profession--

Reid^ and Hawkins,^ But, little progress has been made in actually 

using motivation research techniques. 

Some work has been done by the U, S, Forest Service in what they 

class as motivation research studies, but these in the true sense are 

no more than an enumeration of socio-economic data. And, while valu-

^ Leslie M. Reid, "A Progressive Look at Park and Recreation Re
search," The Proceedings of the 67th Annual Conference American Insti
tute of Park Executives, Inc. (Milwaukee, I7isconsin, 1965), p. 60, 

^Donald E. Hawkins, p, 106. 

^Such as: Perry J. Brown, Consumer Decisions Affecting Vacation 
Patterns (Logan, Utah: Utah State University, College of Natural 
Resources, 1967); and Bill Roenigk, A Profile of the Delaware Camper. 
Bulletin 370 (Newark, Delaware: University of Delaware, Department of 
Agriculture & Food Economics, 1968). 



able in their own right, these socio-economic studies do not uncover 

reasons "why" recreation users make their recreational use decisions. 

Although motivation research techniques are not new to the mar

keting and advertising professions,' motivation research is a new tool 

to park administrators." Possibly the unfamlliarity of motivation 

research techniques accounts for the mislabeling of studies done by 

the forest service. 

Literature available on the subject of motivation research could 

be divided into tv70 classes: (1) psychologically oriented, (2) busi

ness oriented. 

Motivation research which uses the psychological approach can be 

in essence categorized as biological in nature with emphasis on a 

clinical application. Literature has been organized around such con

cepts as arousal, reinforcement stimuli, and personal drive. The 

observation and recording of activities of organisms becomes the ini-

9 
tial task. 

On the other hand, business-oriented motivation research treats 

the subject from the standpoint of a social determinant of behavior 

rather than a biological determinant. •'•̂  For example, the decision to 

drink may be explained in terms of a biological need (thirst), the 

'Chester R. Wasson, Research Analysis for Marketing Decision 
(New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1965), p. 39. 

^Leslie M, Reid, p. 60, 

^0. J, Harvey, Motivation and Social Interaction (New York: The 
Ronald Press Co., 1954), p. 22, 

^^Chalmers Stacey, Understanding Human Motivation (Cleveland, 
Ohio: Howard Allen, Inc,, 1958), p. 1. 



process leading to the choice of soft drinks instead of alcoholic ones 

would be social. Techniques presented are viewed strictly from a 

practical standpoint and are not mere academic exercises for the sake 

of knowledge. The business approach is more interested in general 

patterns that apply to groups of people rather than individual pattern 

studies in the psychological approach. 

There has not been a joining of these tv7o professional approaches 

--psychology and business--into one effort. But, it should be noted 

that motivation research should comprehend all possible professional 

approaches to the determination of V7hy people react and make their use 

decisions. 

Literature on motivation research techniques of depth interview

ing, group interviewing, sentence completion, word association, is 

available. •'•̂  Hov7ever, the mere reading and application of different 

motivation research techniques may not yield desired results. It 

would be erroneous to think that all motivation research techniques 

will produce valid answers to every problem. Motivation research 

requires the proper mixture of ingredients to produce best results. 

It is the intention of this thesis to acquaint the park and rec

reation administrator V7ith various techniques and how they could be 

possibly applied by the park and recreation professions. In the for

mulation of a motivation research program, it is advised that profes

sional guidance be sought. 

^^Such as: Stewart H, Britt, Consumer Behavior and the Behavioral 
Sciences (New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc, 1967), 



I. \7HAT IS MOTIVATION RESEARCH 

The stimulus for this thesis comes from a research study entitled 

A Parks Appraisal. Regional Facilities. The North Central Texas Coun

cil of Governments. •'••̂  Among the objectives of this parks survey was 

to characterize the average park user and his preference in each of 

sixteen parks in the North Central Texas Council of Governments region, 

A questionnaire canvass was conducted involving fixed questions with a 

limited choice of answers. 

The study revealed that it is not particularly difficult to find 

out X7hat type of recreation the public prefers or what they like or 

dislike about a park's facilities. The type of information gathered, 

however, could not reveal the underlying reasons for park user likes 

and dislikes, or in other words, it couldn't answer the "why". Assum

ing that the reason for this failure is not poor research, then it 

must be something else, perhaps the research technique is wrong. 

Knowing that the marketing and advertising industries are constantly 

investigating consumer behavior to find better ways to fulfill con

sumer desires, attention has been focused upon these tv70 industries 

for a look at their research techniques. 

It was found that research can be divided into tv70 groups, con-

^^William Hendon et al. Department of Park Administration, A Parks 
Appraisal. Regional Facilities, North Central Texas Council of Govern
ments (Lubbock, Texas: Texas Technological College, 1967). 

file:///7HAT


sumer questionnaire research and motivation research.^^ These groups 

can be further divided to include the following classes of techniques: 

I. Consumer Questionnaire Research--Direct Questioning 

II, Motivation Research 

A. Depth interviewing 

B, Indirect questioning 

Consumer Questionnaire Research—Direct Questioning 

A cursory look at direct questioning reveals that it is the most 

widely used research method. It is preferred because it is easy to 

cover a large sample, it is simple to administer, it requires very 

little prior training, and the results are easy to tabulate. Many 

questions to which answers are needed can be quickly answered by this 

method. Actually nearly every questionnaire contains some direct 

questions, usually about the characteristics of the interviewees--age, 

sex, income, education,^^ 

The direct question technique is the shortest route to an answer, 

but It is not always the best. There is a disadvantage--!t produces a 

picture which is sometimes misleading. •'•̂  

Asking point-blank questions doesn't alv7ays reveal a person's 

reasons for his actions. People usually do not know what their rea

sons are for their actions. If they do know, they are not prepared to 

^^Stev;art H, Brltt, p. 33, 

^^Chester R. Wasson, p, 69, 

^^Harry Henry, Motivation Research (New York: Frederick Ungar 
Publishing Co., 1958), p. 18, 
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give their reasons. People are, for the most part, incapable of 

assessing the relative importance of the different motives which make 

up their behavior pattern.^" 

For example, the number of women who are prepared to admit to 

themselves, or to anyone else that they use Lux Toilet Soap because 

they feel it will, as it is advertised, make them as beautiful as 

movie-stars, is indeed small.^^ As a result, when asked the direct 

question 'why they use Lux soap,' a conventional answer is given--they 

like the color; they like its lathering qualities. 

The direct questioning technique for this type of survey appears 

ineffective as it does not produce results which explain the under

lying reasons for one's actions. It is for the reason of not being 

able to obtain the true meaning to one's actions and decisions, that 

the direct questioning technique is undesirable. Motivation research 

does answer the "why" which is basically the information needed in 

determining the possible success of any project. 

Motivation Research Defined 

Motivation research refers to a special kind of technique that 

employs Indirect rather than direct questioning procedures. When 

dealing with products or services, the user is frequently either 

1 s 

unable or reluctant to express his true feelings.^° Motivation re

search techniques unearth the hidden reasons for an action. They 

l^Ibid., p. 19. 

l^Ibid., p. 18, 

ISstewart H. Britt, p. 33. 



provide a frame or frames of reference through V7hich to develop the 

proper questions and through which to view and analyze accurately the 

responses, their meanings, and implications, in ways that are opera

tionally useful. 

Leslie M. Reid reinforces the above definition and emphasizes the 

importance of motivation research techniques in parks and recreation 

studies,^^ 

Motivational research emphasizes a social-physio
logical thrust. This is the area I personally have been 
interested in since becoming involved with the ORRRC in 
1960. It is a fascinating mixture of unknowns, dealing 
with user preferences, V7ants and desires, and recreation 
demand. We know so very little about what people are 
doing now or are likely to choose to do in the future, 
and appallingly little about V7hy people choose to do these 
things. Yet knowledge of why people desire certain activ
ities (their motivation), or what value system they use to 
decide among alternative recreation opportunities (their 
propensities), seems critical to rational planning and pro
vision of recreation facilities now and in the future. 

As Reid points out, "the knowledge of why" is important to 

"rational planning." Satisfactory planning and management of parks 

and recreation facilities cannot be done in the absence of adequate 

information about the people who use them. To determine why people 

use these facilities and why they behave as they do is an essential 

part of obtaining the information needed for this purpose. 

Motivational research has developed during the past 20 years as a 

bridge between hard cold facts and induced actions. While the gather

ing of facts is an essential research function, the direct application 

of the results often creates what appears to be a paradox. 

19 Leslie M. Reid, p. 60. 
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The following business example V7ill illustrate this point,^^ A 

meat packer wanted to know how to market a processed meat. The com

pany conducted a large-scale research study among several thousand 

housewives to determine the product's image and the best markets. 

Tlieir study concluded that the processed product was seen as inferior 

to a fresh meat version. The latter was seen as more wholesome and 

better tasting than the processed product. The advantage of the pro

cessed meat was its convenience in time and effort to prepare. 

A paradox V7as noted. Despite the inferior image of the processed 

product, it was used more for company and special occasions, while the 

fresh product was used for everyday meals. This was unusual since 

women tend to put their best food forward x-zhen cooking for guests; 

they know they will be rated for a long time on their cooking ability, 

depending on the success of the meal. The company V7anted to know 

"why", despite the poor image of the processed product, was it used so 

often as a meal for company? 

To find out why, another technique had to be employed. Indirect 

questioning had to be used. Indirect questioning is a technique where 

the interviewee is not av7are of exactly what the interviewer is seek

ing. Questions are designed to persuade the Interviewee to reveal, 

usually unconsciously, some part of his personality or his attitude 

toward an idea or item.21 

^Louis Cohen, Emanuel Demby, "Motivation Research," Marketing 
Research: A Management Overvlev; (New York: American Management 
Association, 1966), p. 169-171, 

^^Harry Henry, p. 58-59, 
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Utilizing indirect questioning techniques, it was found that 

despite the wholesomeness and good taste of the fresh product, there 

was always the possibility that the product would be too salty. The 

processed product was considered less salty. The homemaker felt that 

she could depend on the processed product. 

The seeming paradox was now explainable. I/hile an occasional 

salty product V7as all right in an everyday situation, the housewife 

could not take the chance when cooking for company. This knowledge 

proved very useful in the company's advertising, promotion, and 

packaging of the product. 

To summarize, housewives could not clearly explain why they 

bought the processed version of the product for special occasions. 

Standard questionnaires could only learn part of the reason. The pro

cessed product's advantages in speed and convenience of preparation 

were plainly evident, "However, to admit that the processed product 

\7a3 safer (never too salty) for guests than the fresh version was 

something not easy for the housewife to do, assuming she V7as even 

aware of this reason, for it detracted from her ability as a cook,"^^ 

Only through motivation research were the underlying reasons unearthed. 

This example illustrates the way in which motivation research can 

be used effectively to unearth hidden reasons for one's actions. It 

should be kept In mind that, "there is only one kind of good research 

and that is research which reveals in practical terms, the truth of a 

^^Cohen and Demby, p. 170. 
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situation." ^ Although usually thought of as Independent techniques, 

motivation research and consumer questionnaire research go hand-in-

hand. Often each one is Inefficient without the other. A complete 

approach to proper research is a proper blending of the tv7o; they com

plement each other.2^ 

It should be kept in mind that indirect questioning is not just 

asking more questions. It is an art of skillfully designing questions 

to extract wanted information without arousing an interviev7ee to the 

questions' intended meanings.25 

2^Ibid., p, 178. 

2^Ibld., p. 178, 

^Chester R, Wasson, p. 73, 



II. MOTIVATION RESEARCH TECHNIQUES 

Motivation research can be divided into t^jo classes of techniques 

—depth interviev7ing and indirect questioning, Tnese classes of tech

niques emerge from tv70 schools of thought In psychology: Psychoanal

ysis and Gestalt psychology. 

Psychoanalysis 

Sigmund Freud is conmonly referred to as the father of Psycho

analysis, Followers of Freud--Adler, Jung, Sullivan, Froram, and 

Horney modified some of his principles, disagreeing in many respects; 

however, they all agree that the motivating force for an individual is 

the unconscious mind.26 

Psychoanalysis of individuals has revealed that strong likes and 

dislikes become implanted in the unconscious mind. And while most 

people do not have extreme likes or dislikes, they do differ in their 

preferences. They react differently to the same stimuli, whether it 

27 be an object or an idea. 

To unlock unconscious thoughts. Psychoanalysis uses the technique 

of depth interviewing to search for motivating forces. Psychoana

lytical techniques also employ association tests (projective tech-

2^Chalmers Stacey, p. 4. 

27LOU1S Cheskin, How to Predict VThat People Will Buy (New York: 
Llveright Publishing Corp,, 1957), p. 37. 

13 
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nlques) as a means of discovering attitudes, uncovering unconscious 

urges and determining the behavior pattern of an individual.^^ 

Gestalt Psychology 

Max Wertheimer, Wolfgang Kohler, and Kurt Koffka were the found

ers of the school of thought known as Gestalt (image) v7hose basic 

principle stresses the interdependence of component elements and dem

onstrates the importance of grouping.2^ "Gestalt psychology has shoxra 

that the whole Is different from and more or less than the sum of its 

parts. It demonstrates that the effect of the v7hole depends not only 

on its parts but also on their arrangements,"-^^ 

Gestalt psychology points out that it is the total environment or 

image that makes an impression and acts as a motivating force. Tlie 

impression made depends upon the component elements themselves.^l 

Through the years it has been popularly taught in the physical 

sciences that a reaction can only equal the sum of its parts and no 

more, Hov7ever, in human behavioral sciences, Gestalt psychology dem

onstrates that the effect of a reaction, the total experience, can be 

more or less than the total of the elements that make up the reaction. 

And the effect is also dependent upon the arrangement of the elements. 

For example: a painting may contain certain elements, certain 

objects, that if they were randomly grouped, would not make a pleasing 

^^Ibld.. p. 35, 

2^Ibid., p. 35. 

30 Ibid., p. 35, 

^^Ibid., p. 43. 
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composition. With the proper composition or arrangement, the painting 

takes on an added element or dimension; it becomes very pleasing. The 

painting becomes more than the elements that comprise the work; it 

becomes a stimulant of one's emotions; it becomes a stimulant simply 

because of the proper arrangement of the elements. 

In the case of parks and recreation where the proper environment 

is Important, Gestalt theory seems particularly valid. That is, the 

way park users react to a particular park site is dependent not only 

upon the elements, the facilities that make up the site, but also the 

arrangement of the elements within the park. 

In order to carry out future parks and recreation planning, it Is 

helpful If the attitudes of the users toward park facilities and ar

rangement of the facilities are discovered. Gestalt testing tech

niques can be used. Gestalt theory borrows from Psychoanalysis the 

technique of association tests. 

The balance of this chapter deals with the probing techniques 

used in Psychoanalysis and Gestalt psychology--depth interviewing and 

indirect testing methods--association tests. 

Depth Interviewing 

"Depth interviewing is a process of asking probing questions that 

delve deeply into the reasons or motives of the respondent,"-^2 jj- ĵs 

an interview in which the interviewee talks freely on a selected sub

ject. The interviewer does not have a set of rigid questions, but 

^2vernon T, Clover, Business Research--Basic Principles and 

Techniques (Lubbock, Texas: Rogers Litho, 1959), p. 149. 
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guides the interview so as to cover key points, -̂  

Probing questions are decided upon in advance and asked at points 

necessary to obtain the true motivations for one's actions. Questions 

asked are not in the form of a questionnaire, but are written in the 

form of an interview guide. 

The idea of an interview guide is to provide the interviewer with 

a "track to run on,"^^ The guide helps the interviewer bring system

atic order to an otherwise free-flowing conversation. It lists the 

important factors to be covered in the interview. 

An example of an interview guide is presented below. This par

ticular guide^5 .̂;as taken from a marketing analysis of washing prod

ucts. The purpose of the study V7as to determine to what degree women 

would use separate washing products for different purposes and whether 

they would use a multi-purpose product, 

THE INTERVIEW GUIDE 

1. VThat products are used for what different purposes, 
usually or occasionally? How much switching about is there, 
and hov7 much consistent use? If a product is used for sev
eral purposes, does the housewife buy it primarily for one? 
Which one? How does she feel about using it for other pur
poses? 

2, How does the informant feel about buying different 
products for different purposes? VThat products, what pur
poses? To what extent does she think this arises from lack 
of difference between different needs, and to what extent 

^^Harry Henry, p. 49. 

34Richard Fear, The Evaluation Interview (New York: McGraw-Hill 

Book Co., 1958), p. 110. 

^^Harry Henry, p. 49. 
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from a desire not to bother with too many products? 

3, Inside each of the main product sub-groups (soap 
flakes, soap powders, powder detergents, liquid detergents) 
does she feel that some brands are very much better than 
others? Which, and why does she think this? How does she 
feel about each of the sub-groups as a class? Has she any 
strong sense of loyalty towards any particular brand? How 
has this come about? Has she any strong conviction that 
any one is particularly good, or particularly good for any 
purpose? Ifaich? Are there any which she reels are good 
for some purposes but not for others? Wliich and why? 

4, VJhat determines her buying behavior for washing 
products? Does she buy to specific purposes, or generally? 
T̂hat leads her to select the brands she does? 

5, Are there any brands which she finds have particu
larly unfavorable qualities? IThich, and what? Are there 
any she has never tried herself, but has heard are bad? 

It should be noted that the interview guide is nothing more than 

a device to start the conversation and keep it rolling. If the inter

viewer makes certain that he covers each point on the guide, he should 

get whatever type of information he is after. 

Even if the interviewer becomes familiar with the guide, he 

should alv7ays refer to it. "Constant reference to an interview guide 

helps the interviewer obtain all the salient information in one area 

before he goes on to the next."-^" If the interviewee is allowed to 

jump from point to point, the interviev7er will have difficulty dis

cerning the interview information obtained. 

Use of the interview guide requires skill and practice by the 

interviev7er to be most effective. "An interviewer without these 

qualifications should not attempt to use this type of questioning 

36 Richard Fear, p. 111. 
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because of the danger Involved in prejudicing the respondent by the 

probing questions and by the overemphasis or underemphasis that may be 

given by the interviewer to certain aspects of the subject."^^ 

The Funnel Method 

In developing the Interview guide and conducting the interview, a 

method kno\>7n as the funnel method can be used. In this method, the 

interview starts with a general topic and moves to a specific one,^^ 

An Inquiry into the attitudes toward a specific type of park play

ground equipment, for example, might start off with a discussion of 

parks, move to park playgrounds, then to playground equipment, and 

finally to the piece of equipment in question. This method results in 

a series of "scripts" from which prevalent attitudes can be singled 

39 

out. Also, this method sometimes brings to the surface other infor

mation related to the problem at hand, 

Tlie Group Interviex^ 

Another method, the group interview technique is sometimes a valu

able method when time is limited. In this method a number of inter

viewees are gathered together and given a topic to talk about,^^ A 

chairman guides the conversation to cover certain points as in the 

funnel technique, but also allows the conversation to develop freely. 

3'Vernon Clover, p. 114, 

-̂ Ĥarry Henry, p. 51. 

35lbid,, p. 55, 

^^ernon Clover, p. 150. 
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The entire discussion is recorded. This technique produces a number 

of interviev7s conducted at the same time. Of course, the greatest 

advantage of this method is its speed. 

Tlie chief justification for group interviews lies in the argu

ment that " since human beings are social animals, their behavior 

is best studied in a social context such as the group interview pro

vides. "̂•'- However, this method cannot reveal individual differences 

as V7ell as in a personal interview. 

Limitations 

Depth interviewing techniques have tX70 major limitations, 

1. Tliey cannot be used on large samples of the popu
lation, and thus cannot be quantified to give the required 
degree of precision. 

2. They cannot elicit, with any degree of precision, 
underlying attitudes of V7hich informants are themselves 
unaware or which they are reluctant to disclose.^2 

The greatest danger of depth interviewing is that the deeper the 

interviewer digs, the bigger the hole he makes to fall into, and a 

subsequent clouding of the issues involved. Furthermore, depth 

interviewing is dependent upon the limitations of the interviewer; 

also it does not eliminate ego-involvement and prestige factors the 

interviewee may reflect.^^ 

To help overcome these limitations, other techniques may have to 

be employed. Other techniques available are called "indirect questlon-

^iHarry Henry, p. 58. 

^2ibid,, p, 58, 

^^Louis Cheskin, p. 62, 
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Ing techniques," 

To the park administrator the funnel interview technique and the 

group lnterviev7 technique could be useful for gathering preliminary 

user data. The data would be used to formulate indirect questions. 

Of these techniques, perhaps the group interview V70uld be the most 

suitable for the park administrator to use. Park facilities are usu

ally grouped close together enabling an interviewer to easily contact 

the facility users and gather them together for a group interview. 

The same limitations apply to these techniques if used in park and 

recreation studies as they do when used in a marketing analysis study. 

Indirect Questioning Techniques 

To reiterate, indirect questioning techniques are techniques de

signed to persuade the interviewee to reveal, usually unconsciously 

some part of his personality or his attitude toward an idea or item. 

The terra "projective techniques" is commonly used to describe these 

methods. 

The following case example will illustrate projective methods. 

This case study of the 1950's^^ occurred when the automobile industry 

was going through a drastic redesigning stage. To better capture the 

automobile market, a car manufacturer asked potential customers what 

they would like In a car design. Tlie company was told by the poten

tial customers that they desired cars that are easy to park and maneu

ver, and comfortable. Cars were then designed with square compact 

lines to meet these specifications, VTlien the newly designed cars were 

44 Chester Wasson, p. 78. 
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placed on the market, they did not sell. As a result the company 

suffered considerable financial loss. 

Another car manufacturer made a similar study, but asked poten

tial customers, 'v7hat kind of cars their neighbors would like,' and 

was told, 'that neighbors liked cars that are streamlined, racy, and 

heavily chromed.' This company was more successful, V.lien the de

sired features found in the survey were incorporated in the car de

sign, sales increased. 

The above case illustrates the point that people tend to ascribe 

to others, motives that actually apply to themselves.^^ The case is 

also an example of a verbal projective technique. Projective tech

niques can be divided into two classes, verbal techniques and visual 

techniques. 

Verbal Techniques 

Sentence Completion. Perhaps the most useful verbal projective 

technique is the sentence-completion test. This technique employs 

open ended sentences in which an interviewee is asked to complete 

each sentence. The sentences are carefully constructed in order not 

to give a clue to what might be the "expected answer,"^" 

Tlie important thing about sentence-completion is that it catches 

the interviewee on the wrong foot; it is not as easy to complete a 

sentence as one may think, especially if it is to be done in haste. 

Some hesitation normally occurs, leading to an embarrassing moment. 

^^Ibid,, p. 73. 

^^6ibid., p. 80. 
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To ease this embarrassing situation and to cover up his apparent lack 

of ability to give a quick answer, the interviewee blurts out an an

swer. It is this hurried answer that is the key to this technique. 

"The interviewee has his defenses dô T̂n, he is so concentrated on 

getting an answer out that he cannot be too concerned with \-jhat he Is 

actually saying, and his unconscious mind has a greater chance of ex

pressing itself freely."^' 

The following example shows how answers obtained from this tech

nique can be grouped into meaningful categories. In a study of con

sumer preferences of instant coffee, consumers V7ere asked to complete 

this phrase: "Coffee that is quickly made ."'̂ " 

Classes of Response: 

1, General Approval 
(a) is a great advantage. 
(b) keeps its flavor better. 
(c) is a boon to a busy housewife. 

2, Qualified Approval 
(a) is sometimes necessary. 
(b) is good when unexpected guests arrive. 
(c) is convenient for a small party. 

3, Neutral 
(a) saves time. 
(b) should be drunk on the spot. 
(c) is instant coffee. 

4, Disapproval 
(a) can't be very good. 
(b) is often not strong enough. 
(c) should be made slowly. 

5, Strong Disapproval 

^^Harry Henry, p. 61. 

^^Ibid., p. 61-62. 

file:///-jhat
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(a) isn't fit to drink. 
(b) can't be offered to guests. 

(c) is not worth the trouble of m.aking. 

The above categorized ansv7ers reveal interviewee attitudes toward 

instant coffee. Sentence-completion can also be used to reveal inter-

viev7ee personality. VThen considered together, attitudes and personal

ity, they form a composite of interviev7ee or consumer motives. 

Take, for instance, this example^^ of personality classification. 

"If people are rude to me ." 

Personality Description Interviewee Comment 

1. Withdrawn, Meek it makes me feel uncomfortable. 

2. Refined, Reserve it shows their ill-breeding. 

3. Pacifist I avoid their company in the future. 

4. Activist I give as good as I get. 

5. Hostile I punch them in the nose. 

These last two examples have been simplified to shov7 types of 

questions that can be asked and the categories of response obtained. 

To be effective in elucidating motives, sentence-completion questions 

have to be used in series. A series of questions are used to spread 

the probability of anyone's response being affected by some extraneous 

factor not related to the question. These answers obtained through 

series have to be studied and analyzed in light of all other informa

tion gathered from the questionnaire used. 

Frequently, sentence-completion tests are used in conjunction with 

depth interviews. These two techniques are used together as a "pilot 

^^Ibid., p. 62. 
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stage" to gather information to be further explored.50 Additional 

sentence-completion or word-association questions would then be used 

to verify the pilot stage. 

The sentence-completion technique is useful for sampling a large 

population in a comparatively short time. Responses can be easily 

tabulated, analyzed, and subjected to conventional statistical tech

niques. However, this technique also has the disadvantage of not 

always concealing from an intelligent interviewee the purpose of the 

question. There is alv7ays the possibility that the interviewee may be 

able to see through the guise and rationalize an answer, thus reducing 

the validity of the sample. 

In the parks and recreation field where facilities are planned 

and furnished for all citizens to use, it is necessary to contact a 

representative sample of the population. Wliere samples are large, 

this technique seems particularly useful to the administrator. 

Word Association. The word association technique is similar to 

the sentence-completion technique in that it requires the interviewee 

to give a spontaneous response. It differs in that the stimulus is 

not a phrase, but a word. The interviewee is required to respond 

immediately with the first word that comes into his mind, a word that 

he associates with the stimulus word. Stimulus words are given to the 

interviewee in rapid succession. The interviewee is forced to give a 

quick answer which is usually a meaningful response. 

^^Chester Wasson, p. 81. 
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Word association tests are of two types,51 (i) guided association, 

V7hich asks the interviewee to pick out of a list of words those he 

feels apply to the given stimulus, (2) free association, which attempts 

to freely extract words from an interviewee when given a stimulus. 

The free word-association test is capable of probing into the 

Interviewee's underlying attitudes; however, by itself it should only 

be used as a pilot stage. The association to a particular stimulus 

word can be drav7n from such a large repertoire that it sometimes is 

difficult to relate the responses to the problem at hand.52 

A skillfully designed guided association test, its results ana

lyzed in light of other data gathered, can contribute to useful re

search. This technique is suited for large scale sampling of atti

tudes . 

The following example illustrates both of these methods:^-^ 

ATTITUDES TOWARD BUS TRAVEL 

Conventional Word Association Test 

I would like to read you a list of words. As I read 
each word, you tell me the first word that comes to mind. 
For example, if I said, "cat," you might immediately say, 
"dog." Is that clear? (BE SURE RESPONDENT UNDERSTANDS 
TECHNIQUE.) Here's the first word: 

Associated Number of Seconds 
Word Word 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Over 10 Blocked 

Automobile 

^^Ibid., p. 79. 

52Harry Henry, p. 64. 

53chester Wasson, p. 80-81. 
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House 
'''Pullman 
Electric 

*''<5reyhound 
Grass 
Airplane 

-'lY ASSOCIATION TO PULÛ IAN IS "TRAIN," ASK FOR NEXT WORD THAT 
COMES TO MIND, 

'''*IF ASSOCIATION TO GREYHOUND IS "BUS," ASK FOR NEXT WORD THAT 
COMES TO MIND, 

Here are five ways to travel (SHOW EXHIBIT OF PICTURES). 
Now I'll read you a list of words and phrases. Would you tell 
me whether or not each of these words and phrases fits each of 
the different ways of travel. And then I would like you to 
tell me which way of travel fits best. 

AIRPLANE PULLMAN BUS 
RAIL 
COACH 

AIR 
COACH 

Does Does Does Does Does Fits 
Fits not Fits not Fits not Fits not Fits not Best 

Comfortable 
Unpleasant 
passengers 

Adventurous 
travel 

Scenic 
Convenient 
terminals 

Friendly 
Clean 
terminals ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Again, it should be remembered that sentence-completion and word-

association tests derive a good deal of their usefulness from the fact 

that they catch people on the hop, getting them to reveal unsuspect

ingly what they might not be able to, or willing to reveal consciously. 

Their primary value in motivation research is that they allow an 

interviewee to articulate, to express a feeling without conscious 

thought. 

Both sentence completion and word association techniques can be 
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used in research of park user behavior and park user choices. In the 

example, "Attitudes Toward Bus Travel," the same format could be eas

ily used to conduct an attitude survey toward park employees. (See 

the following example) 

ATTITUDES TOWARD PARK EMPLOYEES 

Guided Word Association Test 

Word 
Friendly 
Unpleasant 
Courteous 
Helpful 
Neat 
Abrupt 
Rude 

Fits 
Does 
Not 

Attitude Battery, Essentially, an attitude battery consists of a 

number of statements which may be about the interviev7ee, his beliefs 

or behavior; about other people, their beliefs or behavior; about 

products, brands, or services.^^ Statements are read or shown to the 

interviewee and he responds by indicating to what degree he agrees or 

disagrees with them. Tliis concept should be easily seen in the fol

lowing statements made about cigarette smoking. Interviewees were 

asked whether the statements in their opinion, were very true, true, 

untrue, or very untrue.^5 

1. I often find that a cigarette helps me to con
centrate. 

5^Harry Henry, p, 65. 

55ibid., p. 66. 
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2. VJhen I am in an irritable mood a cigarette 
always calms me down. 

3. I find a cigarette particularly enjoyable first 
thing in the morning or last thing at night. 

4. VJhen I have to make conversation with someone I 
don't know very well, I find it often makes it 
easier for me if I smoke. 

5. I never really enjoy a meal unless I have a cig
arette to round it off. 

6. For me smoking is something to do, but I x̂ ouldn't 
say it gives me any real pleasure. 

7. I smoke because I really enjoy it. For me it adds 
something to the general pleasure of living. 

8. Wlien I most appreciate a cigarette is when I am a 
bit nervy and strung up, A cigarette helps to 
soothe my nerves. 

9. Î l̂en I'm really relaxing after the day's work is 
done, that's when I enjoy a cigarette most. 

In the above example two attitude groups were prominent—those 

who said "true" and those who said "untrue." It is possible then to 

project and say that these two groups represent two groups of smokers 

--those for x̂ hom smoking provides a relief from the discomfort of some 

form of nervous tension, and those for x̂ hom it is a positive pleasure. 

These differences show that there are definite intensities of atti

tudes and that these attitudes affect one's motivations toward an 

object, in this case, cigarettes. 

The functions of the attitude battery then. Is to divide respon

dents into attitude groups. The behavior of groups can then be stud

ied separately. 

In the case of parks and recreation, this technique x>70uld be 

especially valuable in distinguishing attitudes of park user and non-
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park user. Separating user from non-user alloxas the park planner to 

concentrate on the desires, the motivations of the user and to plan 

necessary, desired facilities and activities. This technique is easy 

to administer, and the ansx̂ ers can be tabulated quickly. 

Visualization Techniques 

In these techniques the interviewee is presented with an imagi

nary situation and asked to describe something about it. For example, 

using X7hat is called the Thematic Apperception Test, the interviex7ee 

is faced with a cartoon-like picture, centered x̂ ithin a situation to 

extract comments that are being sought. The cartoons usually contain 

expressionless figures so as not to bias the responses. By using 

expressionless figures, the only response obtained is that which the 

interviev7ee reads into the cartoon out of his ox7n attitudes or obser

vations, 56 

Since the interviex7ee is supposedly not ansx7ering a question 

about himself, but about someone else, there is no self identifica

tion; he Is under no pressure to give a socially acceptable ansx7er. 

Under these conditions the interviex7ee is free to project his ox7n 

attitudes into the ansxvers, that is, his unconscious mind releases Its 

thoughts. 

The most commonly used visualization technique is knov7n as the 

"balloon test." In this method the interviex7ee is given a sketch of 

tx70 people talking. One of the character's comments is registered in 

a "speech balloon" as commonly seen in the funny papers; the other 

5"Chester Wasson, p. 78, 
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character's speech balloon is left blank.57 The interviewee is asked 

what he feels the character X7ith the blank balloon might be saying. 

All types of situations can be represented. 

As stated earlier, the greatest strength of the balloon technique 

is that "many times people are prepared to put into the mouth of a 

third person what they might hesitate to admit on their own account." 

Only when people are hesitant to give ansx7ers are balloon tests 

really necessary, Otherx7ise, the verbal projective techniques should 

be used. The verbal projective techniques are easier to interpret. 

The follox7ing example illustrates the balloon technique,5° 

ROLE-PLAYING TO REVEAL BUYING ATTITUDES 

A drax7ing of a husband and X7ife in an appliance store 
was shox7n to x7omen. The husband is shox7n as saying, "Oh, 
here comes the salesman," On display is a range of major 
appliances. 

From this one situation are extracted 3 areas: 

1, VJhat the x7oman is actually saying out loud 
to her husband. 

2, ITliat she is thinking to herself, but prob
ably X70uld not say out loud. 

3, IThat she feels he is thinking, X7hich gives 
an indication of anxieties developed by the 
husband's attitudes as she interprets them. 

Through the device of a role-playing situation, respon
dents are actually revealing their ox7n attitudes X7hile feel
ing they are interpreting those of others. 

57ibld,, p, 79. 

53ibid., p. 74-75. 
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VJhat is she saying? 

Actually SAYING 
to her husband 

What might she be thinking to herself? 

ClThat she thinks \ 
11he is thinking J 

IThat is he thinking? 

Tills same example could be used to reveal attitudes tox7ard a 

park's supervisory personnel. Perhaps a particular park has a ranger 

or supervisor that is rude to park users.59 People are reluctant, 

however, to file a complaint and possibly get the ranger fired. 

Therefore, the park users take their hostilities out on the park fa

cilities, scattering trash about a picnic site. 

The administering parks department suspects there is some nega

tive communication between personnel and patrons. The park department 

is unable, however, to determine if this is the case by directly 

asking the users. Therefore, they might resort to the follox7ing 

59George T, Wilson, "Vandalism--Hox7 to Stop It," Management Aid 
Bulletin. No. 7 (American Institute of Park Executives, 1961), p. 37. 
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modified balloon technique. 

I'Jhat i s she sa yingi 

^^Vy\A. -tii^ 

Actually SAYING 
to her husband 

.i»ii» * I' 

m. \\7r/i 

Personality Tests 

The techniques discussed to this point have dealt X7ith attitudes 

—peoples' readiness to accept or reject particular ideas, products, 

or services and the X7ay they behave tox7ard them under a set of pre

scribed conditions. Personality measurement is also useful in deter

mining one's motivations. 

Personality measurement, unlike attitude measurement, hox7ever, 

requires professional administration and analysis. Therefore, the 

follox7ing techniques are presented only for familiarity. An attempt 

to administer these techniques without proper training can result In 

erroneous conclusions. 

Personality tests like projective tests can be either verbal or 

pictorial. An example of verbal personality questions has been pre-
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sented in the section on sentence completion. The pictorial person

ality tests have special forms of their oxm. 

Perhaps the best verbal personality test for parks and recre

ation use is the Strong Vocational Interest Blank Test. This test 

contains 280 different items of amusements, unusual activities and 

peculiarities of people. The subject responds to each by indicating 

X7hether he likes, dislikes, or is indifferent to the items. The test 

is easily administered and the results can be tabulated rapidly.^^ 

Probably the best knox7n pictorial personality test is the 

Rorschach Ink Blot Test, This consists of a series of cards, each 

containing a meaningless ink-blot shape, X7hich are shox7n to the 

interviex7ee. The subject is told to tell X7hat he sees, X7hat the ink 

blot might be, or X7hat it makes him think of. Inquiries are then 

made to discover the reason why each card X7as perceived the X7ay it 

X7as, 

The Tomlcins-Horn Picture Arrangement Test is a unique test. It 

consists of 25 sets of three pictures. The subject is asked to ar

range the pictures into a story, giving a sentence for each picture. 

Personality is judged against key factors that should appear in the 

story formulation.°^ 

Another technique of recent origin is the H, T, P, Test (House, 

Tree, Person Test), The subject is asked to make a freehand drax7ing 

of a house, a tree, and a person. By comparing the type of drax7ings 

^^Robert Gulon, Personnel Testing (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1965), 
p. 307. 

^^Ibid., p. 343, 
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made against a set of predetermined rules, personality can be deter-

62 

mined. A modification of this technique is contained in a parks 

and tourism motivation research study done in Ontario, Canada.^-^ 

The test used in Ontario is called the "Human Figure Drax7ing 

Test and Story". In the test, the subject is given a blank sheet of 

paper and asked to drax7 a person of his or her ox7n sex. Tlie subject 

then is asked questions about the character they have drax7n. They 

are also requested to tell a story about the character. 

With this information, personality traits and the underlying 

dynamics of the person making the drax7ing can be revealed, A psy

chologist is then able to determine the personality traits, " be

cause essentially each person projects himself into the picture 

X7hich he or she drax7S,"°^ 

The "Human Figure Drawing Test" is administered as follox7s: 

FIGURE DRAWING 

1. ' (HAND RESPONDENT A PLAIN VTHITE SHEET OF 8k x 11 
PAPER AND A #2 PENCIL AND SAY THE FOLLOWING, SUB-
STITUTING RESPOITOENT'S SEX): 

"I'd like you to drax7 a woman (man) for me. Any 
woman (man) will do as long as it isn't a stick 
figure. Please do the x7hole figure, not just a 
head, and it doesn't have to be a beautiful 
drax7ing." 

(IF RESPONDENT ASKS ANY QUESTIONS AS TO TYPE OF 

^2Harry Henry, p, 84, 

"•^Marplan Inc., Media Influences and Attitudes Toward Travel To 

Ontario (New York: August 1964), 

6^Ibid,, p. 5. 
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WOMAN (MAN), POSE, POSITION, ETC., SIMPLY REPLY 
THAT SHE (HE) CAN DO IT ANY WAY SHE (HE) LIKES. 
IT'S UP TO HER (HIM).) 

(IF RESPONDENT HESITATES OR INDICATES SOME KIND 
OF RELUCTANCE, REPEAT THAT THE DRAWING DOESN'T 
HAVE TO BE BEAUTIFUL, THAT NOT MANY PEOPLE ARE 
REAL ARTISTS.) 

2, Story to figure drawing, (LAY DRAWING OUT IN 
FRONT OF RESPONDENT AND SAY): 

"I'd like you to make up a story about this woman 
(man). Make believe she's (he's) a real X7oman 
(man) that you might meet on the street or in some
one's home. VJliat kind of a x7oman (man) is she (he)? 
IThat does she (he) like and dislike? IJhat is she 
(he) feeling? ITliat kinds of things does she (he) 
look forx7ard to, etc.? What magazine x7ould this 
person read? v.liere X70uld she (he) go on a vacation?" 
(RECORD VERBATIM ON SEPARATE SHEET OF PAPER AND 
ATTACH TO FIGURE DRAWING.) 

It should be noted that pictorial personality tests suffer from 

the major defect that they are difficult to administer to large pop

ulation samples. Therefore, verbal forms should be used X7lierever 

possible to obtain a representative sample. 

Question Construction 

Examples of motivation research questions have been presented 

but something also needs to be said about the proper x7ording of the 

questions. 

Unfortunately no universally applicable rules about word usage 

can be given, but some rules do exist as to the types of terminology 

to be used or avoided in constructing questions. 

Words can be easily misinterpreted, therefore, the exact 

meaning of x7ords used in a question should be knox7n or understood by 
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the person constructing the questions. Words in their wrong usage 

or long phrases containing x7ords of questionable meaning can be very 

confusing. For example, consider the following order issued by 

Washington during World War II for bombing blackout procedure.^^ 

"Obscure fenestration X7ith opaque coverings or terminate the illumi

nation." This statement could just as easily have read, "Pull dox7n 

the shades or turn out the lights." 

It is necessary then, to use good x7ord usage in a question. 

The types of X7ords used should have the following characteristics: 

(1) uniformity of meaning, (2) preciseness of meaning, (3) freedom 

from undue influence of prestige or bias, (4) freedom from tendency 

to arouse irrational or extremely emotional responses."^ 

By uniformity of meaning it is meant the X70rd should mean the 

same thing to those persons to be interviex7ed. This is especially 

significant X7lien interviex7ing crosses cultural boundaries such as 

from Massachusetts to Alabama. 

Preciseness of meaning refers to the exactness a x7ord has. For 

example, such x7ords as "poor," "small," and "frequently" are vague 

terms. 

Sometimes certain x7ords X7ill influence an interviex7ee's answer. 

For example, the following question is loaded with words that bias 

the response: "Would you patronize a high-class cafe that served 

^5J. H. Menning and C. W. Williamson, Communicating Through 
Letters and Reports (Homex70od, Illinois: Richard D. Irx7in, Inc., 
1967), p. 42, 

^^Vernon Clover, p. 138. 
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clean, nourishing food at a reasonable price?"^^ Words then, need 

to be free from influence or bias. By the same token, x7ords should 

not arouse emotions. That is, X70rds that cause tempers or emotions 

to flare and distort ansx7ers should be avoided, 

A considerable amount of time and effort then, X7ill be required 

on the part of the person developing the questions. 

Summary 

Techniques of motivation research have been presented. The 

techniques have been divided into tx7o groups--depth interviex7ing and 

indirect questioning methods. 

Depth interviex7ing refers to the process of asking probing ques

tions in X7hicli the interviewee talks freely on a selected subject. 

Indirect questioning is designed to persuade the interviex7ee to 

reveal unconsciously, some part of his personality or his attitude 

tov7ard an idea or item. 

Classes of techniques within these groups were discussed, Tliese 

X7ere individual interviex7S, group interviex7S, verbal and visual tech

niques. 

Especially useful to the parks and recreation profession are 

attitude surveys and verbal personality tests. Ivliile valuable, 

visual techniques are not as easily adaptable to parks and recre

ation research as are verbal techniques. Data gathered by using 

visual techniques, is difficult to interpret. 

67 Ibid., p. 139. 



III. TECHNIQUES USED BY THE PROFESSION 

The techniques of motivation research have been discussed as well 

as how the techniques could be valuable to the parks and recreation 

profession. Some of these techniques have been used by the profes

sion. 

In Ontario, Canada, a research program X7as conducted to determine 

X7ays Ontario could increase its share of the U. S. vacation travel 

market.^° The research X7as carried out X7ith the follov7ing aims: 

(1) To explore the most efficient placement for 
print advertising X7ithin United States Pub
lications. 

(2) To explore the appeal of Ontario as a vacation 
destination. 

The firm made an exploratory motivation survey among a matched 

sample of interviewees--a group of vacationers that had been to 

Ontario, and a group that had not. The rationale for their research 

stemmed from the belief that attitudes and personalities of potential 

vacationers X70uld determine the type of print media read. This in 

turn X70uld indicate in X7hich publications to advertise to increase 

travel to the Province. Thus personalities X7ere studied as X7ell as 

the interviewee's image (attitude) of an ideal vacation and his con

ceptions of Ontario as compared X7ith the sample of persons x7ho had 

not vacationed in Ontario. 

"°Marplan Inc., p, 1, 

38 
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The Techniques and Results 

To assess attitudes and personality, the firm utilized tech

niques of depth interviex7ing—funnel technique; indirect questioning 

—attitude survey and personality testing--visual method. 

Depth Interviews 

In the depth interviex7S, an interviex7er trained in depth probing 

techniques and also trained in psychology talked with each inter

viewee for one and one-half hours. The following interview guide, 

reproduced in part, X7as used: 

DEPTH INTERVIEWING SCHEDULE 

1. Suppose for some reason all magazines stopped publish
ing, X7hich one of the magazines you read would you 
miss most? Wliy that one? 

PROBE THE FOLLOWING AJREAS IF THEY /HE NOT SPONTANEOUSLY 
COVERED: 

a. IThat is the main reason you read m̂agazine? VJhat 
do you like best or find most interesting in that 
magazine? Is there anything you don't like or don't 
find interesting? 

b. Can you remember any article in the last issue of 
this magazine that you read? Tell me about it. 

c. Can you remember any advertising you sax7 in that 
issue? Tell me about it. 

2. V?hat other magazine that you read x-70uld you miss if they 
stopped publishing? FOR EACH MAGAZINE MISSED, ASK: Why 
X70uld you miss magazine? IThat about it do you par
ticularly like? Is there anything you don't like very 
X7ell or don't find interesting? 

a. Can you remember any article in the last issue of 
this magazine that you read? Tell me about it. 
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b. Can you remember any advertising you sax7 in that 
issue? Tell me about it. 

7, I'd like to get an idea of liox7 you and your family go 
about planning your vacations. Have you decided yet 
X7hat you X7ill do about a vacation this summer? Please 
tell me about X7hat you are planning to do? And how you 
decided on these plans? 

a. VJhere did the idea for this vacation come from? 

b. Wao in the family influences vacation plans? Hus
band? Wife? Children? Others? If there are dis
agreements, liox7 are they resolved? 

c. IThat time of year do you usually begin"thinking 
about a summer vacation? A X7inter vacation? Wliy 
then? 

d. Hox7 do you get your ideas on X7liat you xjould like to 
do? iriiat sources of information or advice do you 
use in making your plans? 

8, The Ideal Vacation 

VJhat was the best vacation you can remember ever having? 
Please tell me about it. What made it special? 
PROBES: VJhere did you go? VJliom did you go with? How 
long X7ere you ax7ay? IJhat did you like best? Was there 
anything you disliked on that vacation? 

9, a. Would you tell me about the kinds of places or activ
ities you enjoy most on a vacation. 

b. Now, X7hat about the kinds of places or activities 
you dislike on a vacation, tell me about those. 

10, IF RESPONDENT HAS NEVER BEEN OUT OF THE UNITED STATES: 

Are you Interested in taking a trip out of the United 
States? I'Jhy or X7hy not? V/liere x?ould you like to go? 
IThy there? I'Jliat do you think you X70uld like about that 
trip? ÎJhat do you think you might not like? 

11. What is the first thing that comes to mind X7hen I men
tion Canada? IThat parts of Canada or places in Canada 
have you heard of? 

HAND RESPONDENT MAP OF CAĴ ADA AND SAY: 
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Here is a map shox̂ ing Canada and the United States. 
Would you X7rite in the names of any of the cities or 
provinces X7liich you can locate on this map. (J.? 
RESPONDENT HESITATES SAY: We are just trying to get 
an idea of hox7 much people knox7 about Canada, So if 
you aren't sure, please go ahead and guess anyx'7ay.) 

AFTER RESPONDENT HAS FINISHED, CONTINUE INTERVIEW: 

a. Wliat parts of Canada have you been to? l-Jhy did 
you choose that particular section of Canada to 
visit? 

12. IF RESPONDENT HA>S NOT BEEN TO ONTARIO: 

a. I'Hiat comes to mind xahen I mention Ontario? Are 
there any cities in this province? Which? 

b. If respondent has been to Canada but not to Ontario: 
Ivhy didn't you go to Ontario X7hen you made your 
trip to Canada? 

c. Would you be interested in taking a vacation in 
Ontario? hTiy or X7hy not? Hox7 X70uld a trip to 
Ontario compare to a trip to other provinces in 
Canada? 

13. IF RESPONDENT liAS BEEN TO ONTARIO; 

Hox7 often have you been to Ontario? I'd like to hear 
about your last vacation trip to Ontario. Where in 
Ontario did you go? I'That X7as the purpose of that trip 
(vacation, business, visit family, etc.)? \Tho did you 
go X7itli? Hox7 long did you stay? What did you see that 
interested or impressed you? VJliat did you do? Ivliat 
about the trip did you enjoy most? Was there anything 
you disliked? 

a. Hox7 X70uld you rate Ontario in terms of things to do? 
To see? Hox7 X7ell did you like the accommodations? 
The food? 

b. Do you plan to return to Ontario for another vacation? 
UTiy or X7hy not? 

c. Did any of your ideas about Ontario change as a re
sult of your trip? 
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Tlie interviex7er encouraged the subject to talk freely, yet at 

the same time guided him so as to cover all the prominent points 

called for on the interviex7 guide, 

Notex7orthy are the explicit directions contained X7ithin the 

guide. By adhering to the guide, information gathered from one 

interviewee could be compared X7ith information gathered from another. 

Also notex7orthy is the preciseness of the x7ording of each question. 

Each question is easily understood. The funnel technique is evident 

in parts 10 through 12 of the guide. Tlie interview started X7ith the 

general topic of vacationing outside the United States in part 10, 

moved to a specific country--Canada in part 11 and ended X7ith a dis

cussion about Ontario in part 12, 

The depth interviews revealed that Ontario has a "clean cut 

image," This image centers on the unspoiled nature--the open wilder

ness, clean X7ater, virgin x70ods—a secluded, quiet area ax7ay from the 

rest of the x7orld. 

"I'Tliat comes to mind X7hen I say Ontario? Just beautiful 
country. Very scenic up there and it's sparsely populated 
and that adds to it for me really, not having so damned many 
people around--and there is a lot of X7ater, trees, really 
beautiful terrain--! think of it as a lovely, lovely place 
really. The terrain is just gorgeous--you might say the 
x7hole place really looks outdoorsy--maybe that sounds stupid, 
but hell, a lot of places don't look like outdoors anymore, 
all stripped down and full of industry--there are miles and 
miles of trees and the X7ater seems to be all over the place.""' 

The interviex7s revealed that those people most enthusiastic 

about Ontario see it as an unspoiled paradise in X7hich they can es

cape the pressures of the urban humdrum. It is seen as a place 

69 Ibid., p. 9. 
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X7here they can commune X7ith nature or experience a sense of adventure 

lacking in the daily urban life. 

In many instances during the depth interviex7S, the interviex^ees 

expressed that they came to Ontario because the United States wilder

ness is disappearing, giving ax7ay to urban blight; that recreation 

facilities in the U, S. are poor and over-crox7ded. 

Those interviex7ed who had not vacationed in Ontario had the 

attitude that its vast open spaces and unspoiled nature meant a big 

empty void. As revealed later in the personality tests, this viex7 

holds no appeal to them. 

A number of the interviex7ees indicated that Ontario is too sim

ilar to the United States as compared X7ith other places in Canada, 

such as Montreal or Quebec. Ontario doesn't carry the flavor of a 

foreign country and thus these people would not visit it. 

"Well if someone said right nox7, X7hy don't you take a 
trip or vacation in Ontario, I'd say X7hy don't you take a 
trip to New Mexico. ITliy? IThat's in Ontario? These brief 
excursions into Ontario, I find it virtually identical to 
Michigan. I see absolutely no difference at all. I X7as 
only there for 45 minutes. I X70uld certainly be receptive 
to vacationing in Ontario but I know nothing about it."'^ 

These reflected attitudes, both positive and negative, demon

strate the kind of response that is received by the use of depth 

interviewing. Although depth intervlex7ing is limited to small sam

ples, the attitudes revealed by this technique can give an idea of 

possible future problems in the planning of tourism and recreation 

facilities and activities. In this case it is beneficial to the 

^Qlbid., p. 24. 
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tourist bureau to know that Ontario is envisioned by som.e as an 

"empty void," and that an increased publicity program should be 

carried out to correct this image. 

In this survey the depth interviex7S X7ere supplemented by the use 

of an attitude survey and a visual personality test. 

Attitude Survey, Personality Tests 

The personality test utilized in this research was the "Human 

Figure Drawing Test and Story" discussed in Chapter II. Examples of 

the drax7ings appear in Figures 1-4, pages 46-49, A'portion of the 

attitude survey is presented belox7: 

ATTITUDE SURVEY 

This is a survey of some of your opinions. It is not a test 
in the usual sense. There are no right or x7rong ansx7ers. 
Just ansx7er the questions as carefully and honestly as you 
can. 

For each statement belox7 please give your personal opinion 
about it by circling either Yes or No to the left of the 
statement. 

Yes No 1, You like to figure out the reasons people 
behave as they do. 

Yes No 2, ITlien shopping you X70uld much rather look 
at things x7ithout help from a salesman. 

Yes No 3. People who play dangerous games are taking 
foolish chances. 

Yes No 4. You would like to be seen talking to impor
tant people. 

Yes No 5. You X70uld enjoy having breakfast served to 
you in bed. 

Yes No 6. You X70uld l i ke to drax7 up plans covering 
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every hour's activity for the coming 
X7eek. 

Yes No 15. You X70uld like to live X7ith or near your 
parents as long as possible. 

Yes No 16, You like to do serious thinking tox7ard a 
rational solution of current problems. 

Yes No 17. People X7aste too much time trying to plan 
everything ahead of time. 

Yes No 18, You feel much more contented X7hen you can 
stay in old familiar surroundings. 

Yes No 19, Sometimes you feel like putting on an act 
so people X7ill notice you. 

Yes No 20, You enjoy being X7aited on X7lienever possible, 

The data gathered by these techniques indicated that the vaca

tioners X7ho have been to Ontario have certain fundamental personality 

traits in common and these traits have direct reference to motives 

for visiting Ontario. On the other hand non-vacationers are very 

different in their personality make-up. 

The people x7ho vacation in Ontario are characterized by an ex

pansive personality, Tliese people are self-confident and like to 

move about the country. They are highly masculine in their interests. 

They are interested in the x7orld about them and are interested in 

the events X7hich occur In it. 

Tliese people are masters of their environment, controlling the 

physical and social surrounding they move in. They strive for accom

plishment in both the physical and material areas. They take a prac

tical outlook toward their environment, expressing interest only in 
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Figure 4. ONTARIO VACATIONERS, WOMEN 
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tangible things. 

They are self-confident to the point of being cocky. Excite

ment, adventure, nex7 places, new faces, nex7 inventions, new commodi

ties are their cup-of-tea, 

Ontario is especially attractive to the men X7ho have vacationed 

there. It attracts them because it offers freedom, freedom from the 

restraints of civilization and a sense of independence. 

The x7omen are self-sufficient, non-pretentious, preferring 

things that serve a useful purpose. The drax7ings illustrate the "no 

nonsense" practicality of the X7omen and the self confident masculine 

image of the men. 

In contrast, those x7ho have never vacationed in Ontario are less 

adventurous and more security-minded; they take a more reserve ap

proach to life. They are close-minded to nex7 experiences and to 

change in general. 

The psychological tests revealed that these people are not very 

involved in nor interested in their environment. Tliey are content 

to remain in surroundings that are familiar and safe to them. Tliey 

are concerned X7itli inner self development, development of their minds 

and not their bodies. 

As a group they are unsure of themselves; they exhibit a lack 

of self-confidence. They express the need to look to X7iser and 

stronger people for leadership. 

This orientation tox7ard security, lack of self-confidence and 

feeling of lack of physical competence adds up to a picture of a less 

masculine personality. The round, soft and somex7hat broken lines of 
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the modest figures drax7n by non-vacationers illustrate this. (See 

Figures 1 & 2 pp. 46, 47.) In contrast there are the bold, massive 

figures drax7n by the vacationers. (See Figures 3 & 4 pp. 48, 49.) 

It is no wonder that Ontario does not appeal to the non-vaca

tioner. The Province of Ontario with its natural beauty, and rugged 

wilderness definitely provides an environment for very masculine 

activities. Knowing that the type of people that vacation in Ontario 

have a very masculine personality and appreciate the country for its 

natural beauty, promotion of the area can be channeled along these 

lines. 

Summary 

This study of vacationers in Ontario demonstrates liox7 techniques 

of motivation research can be used to gather valuable data on tour

ists and their recreation and travel habits, Tliis study investigated 

the attitudes and personality of traveler and non-traveler to Ontario, 

utilizing three research techniques--depth interviex7S, attitude sur

veys, and personality tests. 

Although not particularly significant by themselves, the results 

do show the type of response that can be obtained by utilizing moti

vation research techniques. Results such as these can produce a 

more meaningful picture of user habits and desires than can be had 

by conventional questionnaire methods. And of course the more mean

ingful the data, the better planning there can be of tourist and rec

reation facilities. 

To give a better insight into the procedures in conducting a 
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motivation research study of this nature, a case problem in Chapter 

IV is analyzed in a step-by-step fashion. 



IV. APPLICATION TO PARKS AW RECREATION PROBLEMS 

Tx70 case studies are presented in the pages that follow. 

Case I is a recreation problem involving a snow skiing facility. 

In this case study systematic steps are demonstrated through X7hich a 

problem in motivation research should progress. The true causes and 

solutions to the case are not known; therefore, hypothetical causes 

and solutions are given. Tliese hypothetical causes and solutions 

illustrate the flox7 of ideas leading to conclusions. The techniques 

of depth interviex? and attitude survey are used to solve this recre

ational problem. 

Case II is a series of short problems demonstrating hox7 other 

motivation research techniques could be applied to the solving of 

parks problems. 

Case I 

In 1960 the management of Loveland Ski Basin, located 50 miles 

X7est of Denver, Colorado, X7as x7orried about the financial status of 

the Ski Basin.'^ Total revenues X7ere dox7n yet equipment X7as being 

utilized at 100 percent capacity on the X7eekend. Plans X7ere in the 

making for an addition of new equipment, but management X7as undecided 

as to X7hetlier the installation of the nev7 equipment X70uld raise reve-

^^Richard D. Busklrd, Cases and Readings in Marketing (New York: 
Holt, Rinehart & Winston, Inc.), pp. 153-159. 
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nues. Management X7a3 puzzled as to how to plan their year's opera

tions and program. I-That should they do to solve their problem? 

Problem Analysis Procedures^2 

Ax7areness of Problem. If one is oblivious to trouble spots, 

then research can't or X7on't be conducted. Therefore, the first step 

in conducting a motivation research study in parks and recreation Is 

to be av7are of a problem. 

At Loveland Ski Basin the symptoms of poor planning X7ere evident 

in 1959, but management shut their eyes. Earnings had been off, yet 

long X7aiting lines X7ere present at the lifts. The idea prevailed 

that the equipment was operating at capacity, therefore, earnings 

X70uld increase soon. Thus, management did not investigate the trou

ble X7hen it first appeared. 

Definition of Problem. The next step should be a gathering of 

basic information follox7ed by a definition of the problem. 

At the Ski Basin, facilities X7ere being used at 100 percent 

capacity on Saturdays and Sundays, but during the X7eekdays the size 

of the crox7d justified operating only one lift at a time. 

Tlie Basin was spending approximately $4000 a year on advertising 

in two skiing magazines. In addition, the Basin X7as featured on a 

special Denver television ski program. 

Lodging accommodations X7ere not available at the Basin, but X7ere 

obtainable at Georgetox-Tn and Silver Plume a fex7 miles ax7ay. VJinter 

^2vernon Clover, p. 18. 
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Park Ski Basin located nearby had accommodations and received heavy 

user traffic during the X7eek as X7ell as on the weekend, 

A small housing unit served as a nursery during the X7eek and as 

a lounge on weekends. 

Evaluating the basic information, the problem seemed clear--how 

could additional business be channeled into weekdays and some of the 

X7eekend business shifted to midx7ee'tc? 

Hypotheses for Cause or Solution. Tliis step requires that care

ful guesses be made as to the cause and/or the solution to the prob

lem. 

Possible causes of the Ski Basin problem: 

1. The basin has an image as a X7eekend recreation 
facility only. It is not perceived as a place for a stay 
of longer than tX70 days, therefore, the skiers do not come 
during the week. 

2. The basin does not have a "personality" commensu
rate X7ith the personality of the average skiers. Skiers 
are similar in nature to theatrical actors--they are a breed 
to themselves. They require a certain environment to be 
happy. 

Determination of Information Needed. In this step, consider

ation is given to the basic problem and the possible causes to decide 

what information should be gathered. 

Perhaps the basin projects a certain image, has a "personality" 

of its ox7n. Therefore, information that reveals this image and per

sonality could be valuable. It x7ould be valuable X7hen compared X7ith 

the attitudes and personality of the skiers. If the tx70, the Ski 

Basin's and skiers' personalities, are not compatable, then the 
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skiers will not patronize the facility. 

Method of Research. As demonstrated earlier, motivation re

search is the best method to assess attitudes and personality--'moti

vation research is used to uncover the why of consumer behavior and 

unearth hidden attitudes.' Therefore, the required information 

should be obtained by the most practical and efficient motivation 

research technique that the circumstances will warrant. Circum

stances as used here refer to those conditions in terms of time, 

money, and manpox7er available to conduct the study. 

Collect the Information. To collect the necessary information 

in the motivation research, one must go through four stages.^^ 

Stage I, the Pre-pilot stage: This consists of several depth 

Interviews or a couple of group-interviews to get the feel of the 

situation. This stage Is used to verify the hypotheses, to see if 

the research is heading in the right direction, and gather ideas for 

further questioning. 

The interview guide could be developed as follox7s: 

PRE-PILOT INTERVIEW GUIDE 

1. Skiing is sometimes referred to as the sport of 
the beautiful people. tThat do you identify with skiing? 
What do you enjoy most about skiing? IThat do you enjoy 
least? 

2. There are several ski-basins nearby. IThat fea
tures do you like about these basins? VThat features do 
you dislike? 

^%arry Henry, p. 102. 
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3. Hox7 does Loveland Ski Basin compare in facilities 
to these other nearby basins? In service? In skiing dif
ficulty? What do you like best/least? 

This first stage might reveal negative response tox7ard the 

facilities provided at the Basin toward the layout of the trails. It 

might also reveal positive identification with the descriptive phrase 

"beautiful people," a self-elation of the skier. All of these com

ments are recorded and are used in the next stage. 

Stage II, the Motivational Pilot: At this stage every lead to 

the problems uncovered in the Pre-Pilot Stage is covered more in 

depth. Tlie formulation, but not actual construction of indirect 

questions begins at this stage. 

By further questioning it may be found that the ski instruction 

is not thought to be adequate. It may be also indicated that the 

lounge should be open during the week. Around these thoughts the 

projective questions to be used are formulated and finally the design 

of the tests are made. 

Stage III, the Methodological Pilot: Utilizing information 

gathered in the depth interviex7s, projective test questions are de

signed at this stage. 

Taking into consideration the circumstances--time, cost, man-

pox7er--it might be advisable for the Ski Basin to choose one or two 

research techniques to employ in the study. Since the Basin has 

financial problems and the skiing season is short, it V70uld be best 

to choose a research method that is easy to administer and quick to 

analyze. In this case an attitude battery and a simple verbal per-
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sonality test should produce sufficient results in a minimum of time. 

The attitude battery X70uld be developed from the depth inter-

viex7s and could include such questions as: 

ATTITUDE BATTERY 

Circle One. 

Yes No 1. You have often X7ondered V7liat it 

X7ould be like to leap off a bridge. 

Yes No 2. Flying is comparable to skiing. 

Yes No 3. You would enjoy being the first 
person on the moon. 

Yes No 4. People x7ho visit bars and lounges 

are middle class. 

Yes No 5. You like bright colored objects. 

Yes No 6, People x7ho wear faddish clothing 
are rebellious. 

Yes No 7. Enjoyment comes X7hen you x7ork by 
yourself. 

Yes No S. People x7ho enjoy life, drink 
alcoholic beverages. 

Yes No 9. You enjoy detailed work. 

Yes No 10. You do not mind waiting in line to 
see a movie. 

Questions 1, 2, and 3 are designed to evaluate the skiers atti

tude tov7ard doing things that are difficult, things that are a chal

lenge. 

Tlie statement, "the first person on the moon," conveys the 

thout'ht of conquest, a feeling similar to that x7hich one receives as 
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he reaches the end of ski trail safe and sound. Similarly, flying 

can be associated with the gliding feeling one experiences as he goes 

over the snow. Jumping off a bridge can be associated X7ith the leaps 

and falls one may take X7hile skiing. These questions can be pro

jected to the degree of difficulty the average skier is V7illing to 

experience on the slopes, and thus, indirectly evaluate the diffi

culty of the slopes themselves. 

Questions 4, 5, and 6 are used to evaluate the skier's self ela

tion, self love. "Bright colored objects" can be applied to clothing, 

and X7hen correlated X7ith "faddish" gives an insight into the person's 

thoughts on public display or self image. "Middle class" associated 

X7ith drinking can determine possible degrees of snobbishness, self 

esteem. 

Social association is evidenced in questions 7 and 8. Self con

finement at x7ork could be projected to a person that is withdrawn, 

preferring his ox7n company. In contrast, if a positive response Is 

circled on question eight by a person x7ho drinks, it is possible then 

that he also enjoys life. The responses obtained could be correlated 

X7ith the social environment at the Basin. 

The need for one to be able to see immediate results is evalu

ated in the last tx70 questions. "Detailed x7ork" leads to tedium and 

slow results. Therefore, a "yes" response can mean the individual is 

impatient; he likes to see rapid achievement. Ski instructors x7ho do 

not give necessary praise and give a skier a sense of achievement, 

could drive ax7ay business. 

Of course these questions are not intended to be comprehensive. 
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but merely to give a cursory idea of the analytical process and the 

thought patterns in developing the attitude survey. Data gathered 

using these motivation research techniques X70uld have to be evaluated 

in light of personal data--age, sex, education, occupation. 

Stage IV, the Quantifying Follow Up: This is the main part of 

the motivation research study for it is at this stage that results 

and conclusions can be obtained. It is in the Motivational Pilot 

that the various attitudes and personality traits which have bearing 

on the problem are uncovered. 

It is this fourth stage that the research procedures of data 

compilation and analyzing of data takes place. 

Compiling and Analyzing Data. After administering the attitude 

survey and personality test, ansx7ers may reveal that the skiers in 

general come to escape into a different reality. They come to be 

fully absorbed by the environment. The skiing atmosphere allox7S them 

to visit an important relative--tlieir alter ego. 

The skiers come with an air of superiority, snobbishness, exclu-

siveness about them, yet they do not find exclusive surroundings for 

them at the Basin. The ski chalet is modern, but there are no 

lodging accommodations. A housing unit doubles as a lounge on V7eek-

ends. Most of the trees have been removed to make the skiing easier 

for the beginner and intermediate skier. 

The cocktail lounge becomes the social center for informal con

tacts. The skiers gather to mix and mingle, laugh, relate their 

day's skiing adventure. Women show off their nex7 ski outfits in the 
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friendly but snobbish atmosphere of the lounge. Yet, during the V7eek 

this atmosphere is missing, because the lounge becomes a nursery. 

Without a lounge, it is no X7onder the slopes are not crox7ded during 

the X7eek. The Basin is not providing one of the basic needs of the 

skier--a place to gather socially. The Basin needs to alter its con

servative "personality" to meet the personality of the skier. 

Good ski instruction is important and the ski instructor must be 

knox7ledgeable not only in the mechanics of good skiing, but also in 

good human relations. Ski instruction is almost like taking a course 

in public speaking. The whole x7orld X7atches as one steps to the 

podium for his first speech. The instructor has to be careful not to 

create disillusionment for the skier. Skiing is a moment of truth 

X7liere man conquers the elem.ent snox7. If the instructor destroys this 

"moment", then the skier may be lost forever, never to return to 

Loveland. 

Thus, when comparing the conclusions to the hypotheses, it is 

found that the results support the hypotheses. The Basin is only a 

weekend recreation facility because its "personality" is not commen

surate X7ith the personality of the average skier. 

Recommendations. This Is the last step in conducting the moti

vation research. 

At the Loveland Ski Basin one could recommend that management 

abolish the plan to install new lift equipment and instead build more 

facilities to stimulate a social environment, A permanent lounge 

could be constructed. Perhaps during the X7eek, ski style shox7s could 
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be arranged for the ladies and tips on ski equipment be given for the 

men. An area could be designated for amateur talent X7ith the manage

ment giving a free drink to anyone x7ho performed. 

Ski instructors could be screened before they are hired and 

possibly be given a sociability aptitude test. They could be in

structed to create a friendly atmosphere. 

Summary 

An actual recreational case problem has been discussed and car

ried through the steps necessary to perform motivation research. 

Hypothetical causes and solutions to the case have been given to 
n 

demonstrate the flox7 of ideas resulting from motivation research. 

A sample interviex7 guide and attitude survey X7ere presented to 

illustrate how possible questions can be developed and hox7 they can 

be used to gather needed information. 

Case II 

As previously mentioned, this case, a Parks Appraisal, Regional 

Facilities, North Central Texas Council of Governments area, is the 

stimulus for the X7riting of this thesis. 

The report is the result of research efforts conducted upon 

parks facilities in a ten-county area surrounding and including 

Dallas and Fort Worth, Texas. The research included studies of urban 

parks, regional parks, and museums and zoos. A direct questionnaire 

canvass X7as conducted upon the users of these facilities. 

Results obtained from the canvass, although valuable, did not 

ansx7er some important questions about public use of facilities. 
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These unansx7ered questions are the problems upon which motivation 

research techniques will be applied. 

Problem 1 

In the parks appraisal research an equation to estimate atten

dance for playfields and playgrounds X7as developed. 

Interviex7s X7ere taken at thirteen of these facilities. From the 

interviex7s came information characterizing the park users, their use 

of the parks, and distance traveled to reach the parks. 

Four variables, service area, modal access distance, age inter

val and park acreage, X7ere correlated X7ith park attendance. Of the 

four variables, majority age group appeared to be directly related to 

O 
attendance. 

The high correlation of majority age group X7ith attendance indi

cates that perhaps playgrounds and playfields are only serving a 

limited population. Further analysis revealed that the facilities 

are serving an age group of 8 years to 14 years, but are not serving 

older children and adults.^^ IThy? 

Perhaps facilities necessary to attract older age groups are not 

present. To find the reason, a role-playing technique could be used; 

this technique could be developed as follox7s: 

Directions: Here is a picture of two men trying 
to decide v?hat additional facilities to place on 
a park site. One man is pointing and saying, 
"I think X7e need more sx7ings over there." VThat 
do you suppose the other man is saying? 

7^William Hendon, p. 1-67. 
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Tabulation of results might reveal that passive recreation 

facillties--paths for strolling, croquet courts, lax7n box7ling--are 

desired. Based on the results obtained by this visualization tech

nique, additional facilities could be developed to attract more of 

the citizens to the park area. 

Problem 2 

Interviex7S X7ere also conducted at museum facilities in the 

Dallas-Fort Worth area. The facilities are well established and X7ell 

knox7n, and all are centrally located in their respective metropolitan 

areas. Questions X7ere posed to determine liox7 frequently a person 

visits a facility. 

Tlie results revealed the following:'5 

TIME SINCE PRÊ /IOUS VISIT TO MUSEUM 

Less Tlian 
1 Month 

11% 

75ibid., p. 4-

1-23 
Months 

26% 

•25. 

2 Yrs 
Or More 

18% 

No Previous 
Visit 

45% 

Total 

100% 
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The question arises, X7liy don't people visit the museum facil

ities more often? To find out X7hy, a word association test could be 

given to determine attitudes toward the facilities. 

The word association test could be constructed as follox7s: 

GUIDED WORD ASSOCIATION TEST 
MUSEUM FACILITIES 

Word 

Interesting 
Dull 
Quiet 
Old 
Modern 
Orderly 
Educational 
Boring 
Hodgepodge 
Unkept 
Engrossing 
Neat 
Musty 
Free 
Convenient hours 
Contemporary 
Understandable 
Historical 

Response 
Fits Does Not 

After examining the results of the x7ord association test there 

may be a strong indication that the museums are thought to be anti

quated, musty, unkept facilities. Some exhibits might be thought of 

as modern, easily interpreted, X7hile others could be thought of as a 

conglomeration of objects. 

As a follow-up to the x7ord association test depth intervlev7S 

could be conducted. 
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The follov7ing interview guide is proposed: 

INTERVIEW GUIDE-MUSEUMS 

1. When you go to a museum, x̂ hat do you look for? 

2. What kind of exhibits do you enjoy? V/hat is It 
that you enjoy about these exhibits? Do you 
find these types of exhibits at m̂useum? 

3. If you X7ere contracted to "face-lift" 
museum, X7liat x7ould you do? 

Because X7ord association tests can be broadly construed, infor

mation obtained from the interviex7S X70uld add strength to the inter

pretations of the x7ord association test. 

Problem 3 

The preceding problems have illustrated application of three 

motivation research techniques, role playing, x7ord association, and 

depth interviex7ing. In this last problem the sentence completion 

technique is applied to research at two regional park facilities, 

Grapevine Reservoir and Garza Little Elm Reservoir. 

This last exercise, as in the ski basin example, is carried 

through the motivation problem analysis procedures. The thought 

patterns in solving a parks facility-use problem are illustrated. 

Causes and solutions are hypothetical. 

Awareness of Problem. The service areas of Grapevine and Garza 

Little Elm Reservoirs X7ere plotted on maps, and it X7as found that the 

service areas overlap. People living in the same locale of Dallas 
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X7ere visiting both parks. (See Figures 5 & 6, pp. 68, 69.) 

ITlien users of both parks X7ere questioned "x7liy did you choose to 

come to this park?" 50% of the users at Garza Little Elm replied it 

X7as the closest facility. At Grapevine Reservoir, 44.4% of the users 

also replied they came because it X7as the closest facility.76 

In actuality the users from Dallas going to Garza Little Elm 

went 6.7 miles out of their X7ay to visit the facility. Obviously the 

ansx7er, "it was the closest facility," X7as not entirely correct. VJliy 

did the park users give the reason of "closeness" as an ansx7er to 

their selection of the park? 

Definition of Problem. The basic facts are as follox7s: 

1. Garza Little Elm Reservoir is 6.7 miles farther away 
from the park user's destination than Grapevine 
Reservoir. 

2. People say they are visiting Garza Little Elm because 
It is the closest, 

3. There are good state highx7ays to both parks. 

4. The socio-economic profiles of the people using the 
parks are the same. 

5. Both parks have the same topography. 

6. Both parks provide for x7ater-orlented recreation. 

7. Boating and fishing facilities are leased concessions. 

8. The parks have pleasantly designed marinas. 

9. Convenience facilities, restrooms, drinking fountains, 
shelters, are identical in construction. 

In all appearances, there are no major differences in the facil-

76ibid., p. 2-42. 
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Itles to cause a preference of one park over the other. The problem 

appears not to be one of facilities difference. Perhaps the problem 

is one of facilities management; there could be rude personnel oper

ating the concession leases at Grapevine Reservoir, 

Hypotheses for Cause or Solution. Perhaps the cause for people 

preferring Garza Little Elm for recreation over Grapevine is poor 

treatment received at the boating and fishing concession facilities 

at Grapevine. The hypothesis then is that there is poor management 

at concession leases at Grapevine Reservoir. 

Determination of Information Needed. Information X7ill be needed 

on park-user attitudes tox7ard management of both parks. Therefore, 

Grapevine may have satisfactory management, but Garza Little Elm may 

have exceptionally good management. 

Method of Research. Direct questioning X7as used in original 

research conducted on the parks, but that method left the reasons for 

park users' actions unansx7ered. Motivation research, therefore, 

should be used. A preliminary depth interviex7 and an attitude survey 

should be all that is necessary to determine park user reaction to 

concession management. 

Collect the Information. Stage I: The pre-pilot interview 

guide is as follows: 

PRE-PILOT INTERVIEW GUIDE 

1. -̂That do you enjoy most about getting outdoors? In 
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X7hich outdoor activities do you like to participate? 

2. Are you familiar with park? If ansx7er is "yes", 
ask X7hat features are liked; xvhat features disliked. If 
ansx7er is "no", ask how they found out about park (v7here 
the interviex7 is being taken). 

3. What do you like least/best about this park (x7here 
interviex7 is taken)? Are the people pleasant that operate 
the boating and fishing concessions? 

The pre-pilot interviex7 guide may reveal that the people coming 

to the parks prefer to fish. The park users think the personnel at 

both park concessions are pleasant and neither concession is partic

ularly better than the other. 

Stage II, the Motivational Pilot: From information gathered in 

Stage 1, it appears that the hypothesis may not be correct. 

By further probing, it may be revealed that the hypothesis is 

entirely incorrect. It may be found that the real problem is in the 

quality of fishing at the park sites. 

This nex7ly discovered fact X7ill have to be included in the ques

tion formulation in Stage III. 

Stage III, the Methodological Pilot: In this stage the question 

of good concession management and the question of the quality of 

fishing X70uld be checked. 

Perhaps an attitude survey should not be used since it limits 

answers to "yes" or "no" categories. Perhaps sentence completion 

X70uld be better, as it is easy to administer, easy to tabulate, and 

allox7S for an open response. Furthermore, sentence completion is not 

as narrox7 in its interpretation as the attitude survey. 
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SENTENCE COMPLETION TEST 

1. Garza Little Elm/Grapevine park is a 

2. Facilities provided at Garza Little 
Elm/Grapevine are . 

3. Concessions are managed at Garza 
Little Elm/Grapevine park, 

4. People x7ho operate the concessions at 
Garza Little Elm/Grapevine park . 

5. I like fishing because 

6. At Garza Little Elm/Grapevine park 
fishing is 

*o 

7. Fishing is best at park. 

8. Fishing concessions at Garza Little 
Elm/Grapevine park are . 

9. I come to Garza Little Elm/Grapevine 
park because . 

Stage IV, the Quantifying Follox7 Up: Ansx7ers to the sentence 

completion test revealed that the hypothesis is incorrect. Tlie rea

son people do not got to Grapevine Reservoir is because the fishing 

is bad. 3 

Recommendations. It could be recommended at Grapevine Reservoir, 

that the present fish stoc'̂ ing program be improved. 

Summary 

The case examples illustrate hox7 motivation research techniques 

can be applied to solve parks and recreation problems. 

Depth interviev7ing and applications of verbal and visual indi

rect questioning methods X7cre demonstrated. 
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Systematic research procedures were follox̂ ed to demonstrate 

point by point evaluation of data. If the research procedures pre

sented In the cases are follox/ed when conducting motivation research, 

a researcher should not have any trouble progressing to logical con

clusions. 

:> 



V. SUMI-IARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Leisure activity has alx7ays been an important element in man's 

life. Even the most primitive cultures take time to play. In today's 

automated America where the sx7eat has been taken out of work, and 

individual achievement made less noticeable, sports, games and leisure 

activities have replaced the need for professional achievement. 

To the people in the parks and recreation profession; hox7ever, 

automation has released thousands of people from long v7ork weeks and 

has allox7ed them to travel and to go to parks. As a result the re

sponsibility and problems of providing leisure activities for the 

touring public has greatly increased for the people in the parks and 

recreation profession. The demand for parks and recreation facilities 

is exceeding the supply. 

To meet this demand, it is important that parks and recreation 

facilities be planned so that they provide the greatest benefit for 

the greatest number of users. To do this planning, preliminary re

search has to be conducted on user preferences and use patterns. 

Traditionally descriptive research data has been gathered on the 

user. This descriptive data has usually been in the form of a socio-

economic profile of the user. Based on the socio-economic character

istics of the users, parks and recreation facilities have been 

planned. 

Very little attention has been focused upon "why" people prefer 

74 
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or use certain parks and recreation facilities. This thesis provides 

a research method to help uncover interpretive data to discover the 

"x7hy." This method is motivation research. 

Motivation research is a type of research X7hich concentrates on 

the "x7hy" for actions or decisions. It is interpretive rather than 

descriptive. 1-Iany of its techniques are borrowed from the social 

sciences. 

The importance of this research method lies in the nature and 

mechanism of human motivations. 1-lany of man's actions are motivated 

by a x7hole series of reasons or X7hat are called multiple motivations. 

Some of the reasons may lie X7itliin the individual or they may com.e 

from the environment. It is this latter--the environment--that the 

park professional people are particularly interested in. 

If the environment is not properly planned for maximum recre

ation use then the user X7ill seek other recreation sources. There

fore, it is necessary to discover X7hat part or portions of the envi

ronment create negative effects so that they can be corrected. 

Simply asking the user of the recreation facilities X7hy they do 

not use the facilities, or X7hy they do such-and-such, X7ill not give a 

meaningful ansx7er. People try to justify their actions on logical 

grounds. They do not like to admit that they have done something 

C 

completely irrational and sometimes for idiotic reasons. If superfi

cial reasons are accepted the way they are first presented, one runs 

the risk of dealing X7ith symptoms rather than what is behind them. 

The type of techniques used to get at the underlying reasons can 

be divided into tx7o groups—depth interviex7ing and indirect question-
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Ing. 

Depth interviewing refers to the process of asking probing ques

tions in X7hich the interviex7ee talks freely on a selected subject. 

Indirect questioning is designed to persuade the interviex7ee to re

veal unconsciously, some part of his personality or his attitude 

tox7ard an idea or item. Classes of techniques within these groups 

include individual interviex7S, group interviex7S, verbal and visual 

techniques. 

Of course, no research technique is perfect. Hox7ever, moti

vation research can ansx7er many questions V7hich otherx7ise cannot be 

ansx7ered, or cannot be ansx7ered satisfactorily. It is an extremely 

pox7erful tool, since it can reduce the air of ignorance about park 

user behavior and motivation and thus enable people in the parks and 

recreation profession to better base their planning decisions on 

sound knox7ledge. 

A checklist of points necessary in the evaluation of motivation 

research should be relevant at this point. 

1. Consider carefully the samples on which recom
mendations are based. 

2. Don't go overboard for "depth interviex7S," the 
interviex7 situations are varied and complex. 

3. Consider the possibility that the research 
results may be projections of the researcher. 

4. Bex7are of a single ansx7er, as there usually 
is not just one cause of a problem. 

5. Look for specific findings that planning can 
be based on. 

Motivation research techniques are only tools to a desirable 
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end. The desirable end is one of effective planning of parks and 

recreation facilities based on sound data. If the parks and recre

ation administrator will familiarize himself X7ith motivation research 

techniques, and seek professional help in developing a motivation 

research program, the program can become a valuable tool in formula

tion of planning and administration decisions affecting development 

of resources. 

\j 
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